THE STONE ROWS OF DARTMOOR. PART I
BY R. HANSFORD

WORTH

TnenB are on Dartmoor certain rows of stones, each stone
wholly unwrought, each set upright in the ground and
standing free above the surface at a greater or less distance
from its neighbours on either side. These rows are approximately straight, but curvature and even abrupt changes
through a small angle often occur. There is nothing to
suggest that such departures from the right line are in any
instance. purposeful; they may be attributed to faulty
workmanship or diffrculties of alignment on undulating
ground. The rows may be either single consisting of but one
line of stones, double where two approximately parallel lines
have been constructed with an intervening space of no more
than a few feet, or treble consisting of three parallel lines
similarly arranged. At one time I would have written, and
I think I have written, that there was a seuenfold row on
Dartmoor, but a recent precise survey has shewn that this is
divisible into one single and two treble rows.
In the matter of nomenclature these rows have presented

a problem; they have been variously named

alignments,

parall,ellitha and cursi, no one of which terms meets
the need for generality, as absolute in nomenclature as in
mathematics ; most imply a knowledge of the use and intent
of the rows which is certainly mistaken. I have, accordingly,
adopted my father's expedient and used the accurate and
noncommittal phrase Stone Rows. His discussion of this
matter will be found in his first paper on the subject on page
387 of Vol. xxiv of. the Trans. Dea. Assoc.
It may be thought that the above description of the Stone
Rows admit some confusion with lines of boundary stones,
and of granitre posts marking tracks across the moor. But
boundary stones and guide posts are spaced far apart.
Thus, the boundary between Harford and Ugborough Moors
is defined by stones set at least roo yards apart, and the
guide posts on the Tavistock-Ashburton track on Long Ash
Common are set at intervals of zoo yards. In addition to
this, these are stones which have been cleft. Only in one
instance do I know any ambiguity, and that is easily resolved ;
the boundary between Ugborough and Harford Moors is ip
a.uenotes,
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part_defined by a prehistoric stone row; and when, in r8o3,
this boundary was agreed between disputants, and marks weie
set up, certain stones were added to the stone row to render
it more prominent. But these added stones can at once be
detected, since they bear the drill marks incidental to their
cleavage.

The number of stone rows known to exist on Dartmoor is
large, and even of late years there have been additions made

to the list. When my father wrote his flrst paper on the
subject, i1 r99z, he mentioned zB rows as fully aicertained;

this number I now reduce by classing six single rows, then
mentioned, as two triple rows, giving a nett of 24. In the
slmopsis which follows I mention 6r, and I have no reason
to doubt that more remain to be discovered. Some rows
which have been reported I have excluded from the list,
being satisfied that they are mistaken attributions.

I-arrange the list topographicaLly, proceeding by watersheds. Where a tributary does not join the main river until
after it has left the moor I treat it as having an independ.ent
watershed.

Erme

In the matter of stone rows the valley of the Erme claims
pre-eminence. The Stal,l, Moor-Green-Hil,l, row is not onlv
the longe_st on Dartmoor, but also, as far as is at present
lnown, the- longest.in the world, and the Bwtterdon--Sharf
Tor row, while not its equal, is a fltting companion.

r.

SrALL Moon-GnBEN HrLL

Devon,

6 inch O.S. cxiii, s.w., lon. 3o-55,-z3l,,,lat.
of retaining circle at- souih end

5o"-27'-471", position

of row.

Single row. At the south end, on Stallmoor, is a barrow
with retaining circle and a trench outside the circle.
The internal diameter of the retaining circle is 5o,-8,,.
The length of the row is rr,r5o feet, a[ the north ind it

terminates in a barrow on Green Hil,l, to which there is no
retaining circle. The azimuth of this row varies between
N. 23o 1. and ry. r2o w., its direction of length from end

to end is N. oo-3o' E. It passes ftom Stall,moor on the
right bank ol the Erme, across the Erm,e, to the left bank
by Erme Pound, and, continuing its course, crosses the
Redlake and ascends Green Hil,l. Consequent on the
diff,culties of alignment caused by the undulations of
the ground it has many changes in direction. At a
little over half a mile from the southern end the row

becomes imper{ect for a space. But wherever its course is
crossed by a turf-tye it becomes distinctly visible, and all
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the stones are found in place. The apparent gaps have
not been caused either by the sinkage or rernoval of

the stones, but by the growth in depth of the peat, which
has covered them. Indeed, the *hole monument has
sufiered little from robbery, the circle on Stallmoor being
unusually perfect. The stones of the row vary in size
from point to point, according to the local supplies which
were available. There are no really large stones. The
largest is perhaps to be found in the Sdatl, Moor circle;
it measures r'-8' by r'-g' by 5'-5" in height. For a photograph of Stall Moor Circle anda part of the row, seeTrans.
Dea. Assoc.,lxxiii, opposite page z3B. Plate 3r herewith
gives a view of another part of the length of the row,
and fig. r, plate 32, shews the row as disclosed by a turftye. See also Plate 33 for a plan of the row.
Not only is the length oi this row z.rrz miles, but the
elevation of the ground at its northern end is 333 feet
above that at its southern termination. In both respects
it surpasses any other known row. Elevation at Gre6nhill
1553 feet O.D.

z. Burrrnoou Row
High above the left bank of the Erme, and near the
water-parting between the valleys of that river and of
the West Glaze, lies Butterd,on Row. Full knowledge of
its former extension was not available prior to the
discovery of a map, made in l79g-r8,oo by John Andrews
of Modbury, and his notes relative to the map.
The south end of the row lies close to the summit of
Butterd.on Hill, starting with a barrow with a retaining
circle zg feet in diameter. The positional reference is,
Devon, 6 inch O.S. cxix s.8., lon. 3"-53'-27\", lat.
So"-24'-48ft', at an elevation of rr8o feet. Single row,
length 6,28o f.eet, terminates at the north end in-a fallen
menhir at an elevation of r,z5o feet. Direction of
length from end to end N. 9o w. The row is convex toward

the east to the extent of 16o feet.

At a distance of 5,38o feet north of the barrow

on

a stone with a cross incised upon
it, once known as Hobajons Cross. The row formerly
extended to and beyond this stone, but this extension
was swept away in the year r8o3, for what purpose I
do not know. Ot Piles Hill, 8go feet to the north of
the Cross lies a fallen menhir, known as the Longstone,
the former terminal of the row. The Longstone is
8'-5" long and measures z'-3n by t'-6' at one foot from
the base, and rl'by 5' at the other end.
Butterd,on, there stands

TIIE
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Certain stones standing in the row between its southern
end and Hobajons Cross will be found to have been split

and formed by the drill and tare and feather method.
These were added when the row was accepted by the
disputing parties as the boundary between Harford, ar.d
Langforcl, Lester Moors. In the same vear, r8o3, a modern
boundary stone was erected beside the Longstone. For
a view of Hoboiont Czoss see Trans. Dea.-Assoc., vol.
" lxxiii, plate v, opposite
P. 2r4.
3. Bunronn DowN
Starts at a retaining circle at the south end, the circle
33 feet in diameter, at an elevation of 85o feet. Position,
Devon,6 inch O.S. cxix, s. w., lon. 3o-55'-9", lat.
5oo-25'-3o".
-

Single row, length c. r,2oo feet, direction of length
N. ro w., dies out at a newtake wall. This row has been
robbed of many of its stones, but is still a good example.
Two hundred and eighty feet eastward of the retaining
circle at the south end of the row lies another retaining
circle of eighteen feet diameter, within which is a kistvaen.

4. BRowN HeAtn, Erme Pound
At the north end is a cairn, which within my recollection
once contained a kistvaen. There is a retaining circle of
3r feet diameter. Fosition, Devon, 6 inch O'S., cxiii,
s,E., lon. 3o-54'-55",lat. 5o"-28'-t7", Elevation c. r,3oo
feet.

Double row, length c. 54o feet, direction of length
E. At a point 9o feet from the centre of the cairn

N. roo

the row touches *hat may be a hut-circle. Four hundred
and fifty feet further south it touches and is partly_lost

in the walI of a pound which lies to the west. It

is

that this is the true end of the row, and that,
Lefore the pound wall fell in ruin, the row and the wall
were not in actual contact.
5. NEAR Srunnrrrs Cnoss
At the south end is a cairn, 5o feet in diameter, with
but two remaining stones of the retaining circle. Position,
Devon 6 inch O.S., cxix, s.8., lon' 3o-53'-r9|-", lat.
goo-25'-2r1r", Elevation, c. tSTo f.eet.
The row has apparently been double, but since only
seven stones still stand, and with six sunken stones
form the fixed points now determinable, it is difficult
to ascertain the original spacing. The distance apart
oossible

of the lines may probably have been about 3'-6", and the
spacing along the lines about 3'-o". The length of the
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row is 37o feet as measured from the centre o{ the cairn,
and the d.irection of length is N. zoo w' The largest
standing stone is but z feet in height.

6. GresscouBE BALL
At the north-east end is a barrow or cairn, now
originally ol ,r4' diameter.
deformed, but probably
-O.S.,
cxix, s.8., Ion. 3"-53'-24',
Position, Devon 6 inch
lat. 5o"-25'-3o$'. Elevation, c. r,r7o leet. Probably a
single row-, len[th from centre of barrow at N.B. 2.76 feet,
dirEction of tength N. 42"-zg' e. A11 stones fallen, the
largest being 3'-7" long by rt" broad..
There is Jsecond cairn, 13 feet in diameter, and distant
37 feet centre of cairn to line of row, near the south-west
end.

Yealm

7. Sreroox
This row begins and ends without formal terminals,
there is neithei barrow nor menhir. By far the greater

part of its length lies in the YealmV-al,ley, brrt at its north6rn extremity it just enters the Erme watetshed. The
position of the south end is, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cxix,
iq.w., lon. 3155'-35*", lat. 5oo-26'-3t". Elevation, south
end r,zoo feet, north end r,3zo feet.
Single row, length t,643 leet, direction of lenglh, 9nd

to enE, N. 4o-45'-w. The southern length of

783 feet
N.
lies
feet
of
858
length
northern
w.,
the
lies N. oo
9'-45'w'
This divergence gives a. convexity of 7z teet to the East'
At r,r93 feet from the south end the retaining circle
of a barroiv touches the row on the east side of the row;
its internal d.iameter is 13 feet. After restoration, and no
plan was prepared previous to restoration, those storres
io the ttot'ttt 6i and nearest to the circle were left in line
oointins to the circle's centre. That line should point
io the ivestern circumference of the circle, making with

the southern part one continuous row, tangential t-o
the circle. Thire are two cairns abreast the line north
of the retaining circle, one with its centre r35 feet away
from the row tL the east, and the other with its centre
gz leet to the west.
South of the retaining circle the stones in the row,
where closest set, are from 9 to ro feet apart centre to
centre. North of the retaining circle, where closest set,
the stones are lrom 8 to ro feet apart, but the large stones
toward the north end are from 3o to 5o feet apart. Since
these large members range to over eight feet in height
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such wide spacrng is not inappropriate, but it is the
extreme which is met on Dartmoor. There may have
been some robbery, and some stones may be missing,
but this unusual spacing is evidently to a large extent

,

original.
No other row on Dartmoor is as prominent in the landscape ; standing on the crest of the ridge between the
'Yea.l,m
and the Ermethe large stones are seen on the sky
line from many points ir the Erme valley ; they have the
appearance of a line of mounted men advancing toward
the observer. Size and position both contribute to their

effect. See Plate

34.

8. PrNN BsacoN
7l lhe Yeqlm shares with the Erme the fine row just
described, it must share with the Tory Brook this rather
trivial relic, which lies on the western border of its
watershed.
The row is single, and but 66 feet in length ; the direction
of the length is H. 8zo-38' w. There are no terminals,

whether barrows, menhirs or other. The position of
the eastern end is, Devon, six inch O.S., cxix, N.w., lon.
3o-58'-zz$", lat. 5oo-zo'-43f". The largest stone standing
is but t4o x 15" x 3r' high. This row is obviously no
more than a remnant. Elevation of ground, t,z3o f.eet.

Tory Brook
g. PENN BBecoN, lower slopes
Four hundred and sixty-six yards w. by s. from the

cairn. In a direction
s. 3oo-ro' w. from this runs a very short double row.
There are but two pairs of stones, the length of the row
as measured from the margin of the cairn is z4 feet,

last mentioned row lies a fair-sized

and the rows are {-ro" apart, inside measurement. The
direction of length of the row, referred to the north point,

is N. 3oo-to' r. The position of the cairn is, Devon,
6 inch O.S., cxix, N.w., lon. 3o-58'-44",Lat.5oo'26'-rt$'.
Elevation of ground, c. t,roo feet.
ro. CsoLwICn TowN Wesm
There is a retaining circle of approximately 18 feet
internal diameter, with six stones still standing, at the
N. end of this

row.

Position, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cxviii,

N.E., lon. 3o-59'-37',lat. 5oo-26'321" Elevation, c. 8ro feet.

The row is single, its length c. 7oo Ieet, the direction
of length N. zzto a. Although imperfect in places, it is a
well marked row, and some of the stones are larger than
ordinary.
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CoLLARD ToR

The first example of a group oI rows in this synopsis,
and in this instance the simplest possible example, the
group consisting of but two members. There are two cairns

lying in a line which ranges u. 83o-5o' w., at a distance
of. 47 feet centre to centre. The western cairn has no
retaining circle. The position of this cairn is, Devon,
Q inch O.S., cxviii, N.8., lon. 4o-t'-So*o,lat. 5o"-26'-24$'.
Southward from this cairn runs a single row, which I call
No. rr. The length of this row is zt6 feet, and the
direction of length N. 2o-ro' E. The row has been much
disturbed, and has probably lost in length.
ra. Correno Ton
The eastern cairn has a retaining circle, z6'-6' in
diameter, with five stones standing, and another approximateiy in piace. Southward from this cairn runs a single
row, No. rz, the second of the group. It is 275 feet in
length, a"nd the direction of length is N. 3o-2o' w. The
rows thus diverge somewhat as they extend from the
cairns. The conditions of this row is much as that of
No. rr. The elevation of the ground at the cairns is
c. 85o feet.

Plym
13. Snaucn Moon
At the S.W. end is a retaining circle, 5o feet in diameter,
Position, Devon 6 inch O.S., cxviii, r.r.n., lon. 4o-2'-13",
lat. 5oo-27'-Z+" ut centre. Single row, length 579 feet,
measuring from the centre of the circle. Direction of
length N. 2oo-4o" E.
The spacing of the stones in the row varies between
3'-3" and J feet centre to centre. There is a hut circle

within ten feet of the retaining circle, and to the south.
A barrow lies 36o feet w. a little s. from the retaining
circle. This rorv can readily be found, the south end being

approximately zoo yards B. {rom the Cad,oaer rcad,, in the
line of the south fence of Shaden Plantation. Elevation
of ground c. Bzo ieet.
Trowlesworthy Croup
This group has but two members, it lies u.B. of the head
of the Blackabrook, by the Leemoor Leat.

14. TRowLESwoRTHy Gnoup. Eastern member.
At the north end is a retaining circle, zz feet in internal
diameter, and consisting of eight stones. Position,

Devon,

6 inch O.S., cxii, s.E., lon.

4"-o'-zo$", lat,
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5o"-27'-27fr". The row is double, the stones spaced at
c. 6 feet centres in the rows, and 4'-o" to 5'-o" across the

rows. Length 426 feet, direction of length N. rro-5o' E.
The row is slightly convex eastward. This row was
disturbed by workmen in the year 1859, but they were
checked before much mischief had been done.

15. TRowLESwoRTHy Gnoup. Western Member.
The east end of this row lies c. 35o feet west of the centre
of the circle which heads No. 14. Row r5 points approximately to the circle at the head of Row 14.
A single row, 254 feet in length; direction of length
is N. 8zo-3o' o. At the west end is a small menhir 4 feet
in height, and at the east end there are possible indications

of a retaining circle of about zo leet diameter. The
of the row are spaced at approximately g feet

stones

centres. It will be noted that the two members of this
group differ widely (by 7o"-4o') in direction. The mean
elevation of the ground is c. 9zo feet.
16. RrNcuoon
A single row for the main part at present, but double
at places, possibly once double throughout. There is a

retaining circle at the south end, of 4o'-6" diameter.
Position, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cxii. s.r., lon. 4"-t'-291",

lat.

5o"-z\'-z5o

.

The row is r,74o feet in length, the direction of the
length is N. r2o-ro' E. It terminates to the north in a
fallen stone, 4 feet in length and measuring 2'-6o x {-6n
at the base.
Five of the stones of the retaining circle were imported
in an effort at restoration; the original condition of this
circle may be seen on the plan given on page 44 of.
Trans. Det. Assoc., Vol. lxxiii. On that same page it is
stated in error by myself that the row is 4oo yards in
length. Instead of looking up my records I accepted
the Ordnance Survey, which is in error. Mean elevation
of ground, c. g7o feet.
DntzzwcovBr Gnoup
This is the most neatly arranged group on Dartmoor,
and, with the possible exception of. Merriuale, the sole
example which shows what by our modern standards
would be regarded as planning. As it stands it would
permit additions which would leave an entirely symmetrical arrangement, and there is at least one indication
that such additions may have been contemplated.
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The rows are best described by reference to the plan,
plate 35, and the general position determined by that
of Ciants Basin shewn on the plan, which is, Devon,
6 inch O.S., cxii, s.B.,lon. 3o-59'-6",tat.5o"-29'-'5" Itmay
be noted that the contour of the pound which lies just
south-west of the large cairn at the north-east extreme
of the group, and has two hutcircles within it is shewn a
little too regular; its correct contour can be seen on the
plan to be found on page 276 of. Vol. lxxv, Trans. Deu.
Assoc. For present purposes the matter is unimportant.
It will be seen that a.breast of A on the plan (plate 35)
is a standing stone. If a line be drawn from this stone
to the northwesternmost of the three barrows below the
pound, one then has a completeiy symmetrical collection
of rows, and this may have been contemplated.
In this group we have three ro\,vs, each terminating at
its N.B. end in a barrow, and at its s.w. end in a menhir;
rows perfect and strictly defined ; with the aid of the plan

it will not be necessary to do more than give their
tive detail.

respec:

L7. Dptzzt-acouBE GRouP, A.

A barrow, uncircled, r8 feet in

;

diameter,

at the

N.B.

at the s.w. end a menhir, 12'-6" in length as fallen,
ro'-6" high as erected. Length of row 4BB feet, direction
of length N. 47o-3o' E. The row is in part double, in part
single, and it is doubtful whether it was ever wholly
end

double.
IB. DntzzrscovBE GRouP, B.

A circled barrow, z9 feet in diameter at the u.B. end ;
and a menhir g'-5" in length as fallen, 7'-g" in height as
erected, at the s.w. end. Length of row 4gr feet, direction
of length N. 5oo-3o' E. The row is single throughout,
except for one pair of stones next the menhir.
19. DntzzrgcoNrsn Gnoup, C.

A circled barrow, zg leet in diameter, at the n.e. end ;
and at the s.w. a menhir, r7'-to" in length as fallen,
14 feet in height as erected. The row is single throughout,
and the stones a.re more widely spaced than in either of
the other rows. Length of row z96 f.eet, direction of
length N. 44' E.
It will be noticed that row B points to the cairn at the
top of the plan; and that there is another alignment
in this group, not a row, marked out by three graves,
namely the kistvaen in the bottom right-hand corner,
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the cairn known as Giants Basin, and the cairn at the
top of the plan.
There are shervn on this p1an, two large cairns, four
barrows, two kistvaens, and a kerb retaining circle around

pit. There are also two pounds and six
It would not appear that the living were
anxious to remove their dead to a distance, as has so often
been suggested, or perhaps I should say asserted.

an interment

hutcircles.

The elevation of the ground at Giant's Basinis approximately r,roo feet ; and its gradient, falling from x.B. to
s.w. is approximately r in zz. This is one of the few
$oups in which all parts can be seen from a1l parts, and
perhaps this has had an influence on its sl.rnmetry.

Meavy
zo. DowN Ton

Although this row is commonly named after Down
Tor,it lies, not on the slopes of that tor, but on Hingston
Hill, and is in fact nearer Combshead. Tor. At the west
end of the row is a barrow with retaining circle, the
circle 37 feet in internal diameter. Position, Devon
6 inch O.S., cxii, N.r., lon. 3o-59'-35", lat. 5o'-3o'-49!'.
Near the circle the stones of the row are exceptionally

large, that nearest the circle having been measured when
fallen by Bunxano and found to be rz'-ro' in length;
as re-erected it now stands 9'-6" high. In the matter of
record this row has been unfortunate ; it is called after a
Tor on whose slopes it does not stand ; it is shewn on the
first edition of the Ordnance Survey as pointing toward
a pound, to which it does not point; SrnNce Berr
appears to have intended this row when he wrote of one

in this locality as being 8oo yards in length ; BunNeno
by an obvious slip attributed to it a length of nearly 6oo
yards. Its actual length, as measured from the centre
of the circle is c. 346 yards, or r,o38 feet. The direction
of length, from end to end is N. 7ro n. ; it is somewhat

convex tou,ard the north. Its apparent eastern termination is in a small menhir, which measured, as fallen,
7'-6' in length and 3'-o" in breadth. In the line of the
row but ra.ther over 7oo feet from the terminal menhir

is a cairn J4 feet diameter at the base, and 36' diameter

at the top.

Accepting the result of BunNenp's careful examination,

that the total number of stones in this single row was 174,

it

results that the average spacing of the stones, centre

to centre, is 5'-rr". The mean elevation of ground is
c. t,zto feet; the row lies along the water-parting
between Deancombe and Newleycombe brooks.
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BLACK Ton, SreNraxB

A double row, the northern member of which is almost
wholly merged in an enclosure wall. The best fixed
point from which to locate it is the btocking stone at the
N,B. end, the position of which is, Devon, 6 inch O.S. cvi,
s.E., lon. 4o-o'-53",lat. 5oo-3r'-35". The wall or fence

is the western boundary of Stanlake farm against the
moor.

This double row is so near a fence that the needs of the
wall builders have led to the robbery of even that line
which is clear of and parallel to the hedge ; but, in a
length of g5o feet in all there are left 66 stones. The
stones are of medium size, for example r'-r' x r'-o" x
z' -3' high, z' -I" x ro" x z' -3" high, t' -7" x r' -Z' x z" -6' high,
and the blocking stone g" x 3'-Su x z'-6" high. The fiist
measurement is always that of the stone along the row,
the second is the thickness of the stone at right angles
to the row, and the third is the height above ground.
The direction of the length of the row is N. 5oo E,

There are remains of at least 14 hutcircles and some small
pounds 8oo feet south of the s.w. end of the row.
The mean elevation of the ground is r,rz7 feet.
Harter Group, in the angle between the Meavy and the
Harter Brook, near their confluence, two rows.
22. HARTER Gnour, the northern row.

Double row. At the eastern end is a barrow with a
retaining circle of zg'-4" internal diameter, of which
seven stones still stand, two lean, and five are fallen.
Position, Devon,6 inch O.S., cvi, s.E., lon. 4"-o'-27',lat.
5oo-3r'-38". The length of the row is at least 45o feet;
it extends to very near the bank of the Meavy. The
direction of length of the row is N. 76o-30' E. The
spacing of the stones is rather irregular, from six to seven
feet centre to centre along the row, and, as a mean about
five feet apart centre to centre across the row, Some
of the stones are of a fair height, from 4 to 5 feet.
23. HARTER Gnour, the southern row.
This row starts from a barrow at the eastern end.
This barrow has no retaining circle; its centre is c.36 feet
from the centre of the circled barrow, centre to centre.
The-row is single, length c. 165 feet, direction of length
N. 58o-3o' r., there are gaps in this row, and the stones are
comparatively few; it has probably been robbed. Mean
elevation of ground r,r25 feet. The divergence between
the directions of length of the two rows constituting this
grorrp is eighteen degrees.
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northern flank.
double row which lies partly in the valley of the
Meaay, and partly in that of the Walkham, its length
crossing the water divide at the crest of. Peek Hill,, altttle
south of the Princetown Road.
At the west the row starts from a cairn, but recently
discovered as the result of a chance disturbance of the
surface ; at the east it ends in a blocking-stone. The
length from the centre of the cairn to the blocking-stone
SHARPTToR,

A

is 366 feet

;

and since the spacing along the row has been

fairly regularly 5 feet from centre to centre, before the
row was so extensively robbed there should have been
r3B stones at least. There are now 4r, of which rr are
fallen. None of the stones left are other than small, the
largest being the two last at the east end, one of which
measures 23" x 7" x 19" high, and the other 22" x g" x 42'
high. The space from centre to centre across the rows
averages 6 feet, but it varies considerably, between
3'-ro" and I'-r3"; it tends to widen toward the eastern
end. The direction of length is N. 64' n. The row is
easily found as it lies but a few feet south of the wavside

pool at the top of Peek Hill. The position of the cairn is,
Devon, 6 inch O.S., cvi, s.E., Lon. 4"-2'-ao", lat. 5oo-3r'-r".
On the eastern slope, zgg feet from the blocking-stone,
and in the prolongation of the line of the row, is a cairn
with a retaining circle of rr'-6" internal diameter. The
position of this cairn relative to the row is the parallel to
that which exists at Down Tor (zo). The row certainly

points to the barrow, but terminates far short of it.
The elevation of the ground is t,zrz feet O.D.
25.

SHARPITOR

Eight or nine feet south from the last stones

of.

row z4

is a small set stone. Two other stones, obviously set,
make a line with the first, and certainly seem to be the
commencement of a row which trends more to the north
than does 24, and would cross the produced line of z4
between the blocking stone and the isolated cairn. The
dif&culty is to find any certain continuation of the line
marked out by the three stones; there are too many
surface stones which confuse the issue. Direction of
length N. 48"

E.

26. SnenprroR, foot of eastern slope.
At the foot of Coatstovre Hill, one hundred yards from
the junction of the track to Rowtrwnd.l'e with the road to
Princetoun is a short but interesting ro1v. It is double,
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short, consists of but few pairs of stones; but those pairs
are more closely set, and the row is therefore narrower,
than in any other known example. For instance there
is one pair of stones rz" x 8" x r4" high, and 9" x B' x 16"
high respectively, the space between which is 6" , or,
stated as distance between centres, the setting is r4'.
Six inches is a restricted width for either a racecourse or a
processional path, uses to which some would have us
believe the stone rows were placed.
When I found this row it seemed to me that possibly
it rvas a set of stones used for the roller bearings of a flatrod, a mining device, but no sort of bearing rvas to be
found on any stone; also the row starts with a ruined
cairn at the west end, and cairns are not usual adjuncts
of flat-rods.
The Iength of the row is reo feet ; its direction n. B8o r. ;
the elevation of the ground is r,z3o feet O.D.

The position of the ruined cairn at the west end is,

Devon, 6 inch O.S., cvi, s.E., 7on.4"-o'-46!",Lat.5o"-3r'-71".

Wdkham
MBnnrverB Gnoup. LoNcasn CouiuoN
This group consists of two double rows and one single ;
and not far removed is a stone circie, with two menhirs
near it. It has been suggested that the remains of stone
rows can be traced in connection with these menhirs,
but this must be regarded as doubtful.
To simplify description a plan of these rows has been
prepared, necessarily to a small scale, which does not

permit the plotting of individual stones, and demands
some exaggeration of the width of double rows, and the
diameters of small circles. See plate 36.

27. MERRTvALE GRoup, A. The northern double row.
No cairn or barrow is directly connected with the row,
but at its eastern end it is closed by a blocking stone.
The length of the row is 996 feet, and its direction N.
83o-3o' n. I have referred to my original survey notes
as to the width between the rows, which, as is perhaps
usual, is irregular. On the average of r7 pairs of stones
I find the mean distance between the rows is 3'-6"
with extremes ol 4'-6" and 2'-8"; while the mean
distance from centre to centre of the stones across the
row is 4'-o'. The distance from centre to centre along
the rows, where complete, gives a mean for twenty pairs
of 5'-6", with extremes ol 7'-go and 4'-7L".
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B. The southern double row.
This row overlaps row A at bothe ends, and is not quite
parallel to it. Fiom the east end of row A to row B,
ientre to centre, the least distance is 8oa6", the corre-

28. MERRTvALE GRouP

sponding measurement at the west end is ro6 feet. Row B
ii closed-at the east end by a blocking stone; at the west
end there is neither barrow, menhir nor any other formal
termination. At a distance of 4zz'-8' {rom the east end
of the row, and 44t'-4" from the west end, Iies the celfr-e

a. retaining cirtte of rz feet internal diameter which
interrupts th6 row; within this circle is a small barrow.
This feature, which is unique on Dartmoor, is placed so
near the true centre of length that, if the row builders
had any respect to symmetiy, one may well argue that
it is improbible that the row ever extended to the west
to any inaterial distance beyon{ its present termination'
I hive taken this circle aird barrow as the fixed point
the position of the group; the data are :
for defining
"inch
O.S., cd, N.E., lon. 4o-z'-27$", lat'
Devon, 6

of

500-33'-r5'.
"

Tfr; leigth of row B is 864 feet, and the direction of
B. The mean of 17 pairs of stones gives
an"internal width of 2'-ro" between the lines of stone,
with extremes of r'-9" and 3'-g" ; while the mean distance
from centre to cenire of the stones across the row is
?'-Lo. The distance from centre to centre along the
iows, where complete, gives a mean of 7'-r" with extremes
of 9'-lo" and 5'-3", for twentY Pairs.
29. MrnnIverB GnouP CMeasuring t4z fteet westward from the centre of the
leneth is ri. Br'

barrow whi6h breaks the line of row B, and r5 feet southward, from the centre of the row one reaches the centre
of a barrow of 9 feet diameter, from which starts row C'
This is a single row, t38'-8" long as measured from the

centre of thd barrow, the direction of length being N'
24"-a5' E. The spacing of the stones in this row appears
to ha]ve been 3 fiet centre to centre when the row was
perfect. Row C has all the appearance of being an afterthought.

Relgarding the group as a whole, row. A has no directly
associ"ated lepulcihral- remains ; a cairn stands in the

centre of row B; and C starts from a cairn or barrow
at its northern end. South o{ B, and near it, there are
also a large kistvaen, and the ruins-of a fair-sized cairn'
And, near"this collection o{ graves, there are, it should.be
added, a number of hutciriles; here, again, the living
did not avoid the graves of their people.
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In one of these huts lies a worked stone, the circular
runner of a cider mil1. Col. Hamilton Smith had no
diffrculty in seeing it as a fallen cromlech. On plate 32,
as fig. z, I give a view of this object.
The mean elevation of the ground is c. r,r5o feet.
3o. LeuncrsroN MooR, PBrBnrevY
Single row, tength c. 33o feet, probably somewhat
longer when complete, direction of length N. 20 E. There
are now but eighteen stones, the largest of which stands
no more than eighteen inches above ground. The
original spacing may have been about 5 feet.
At the north end are the remains of a barrow, now
reduced to little more than a rubble ring. At the south
end is the menhir known as the Longstone, from which
the moor probably takes name. This menhir, and the
stones of the row are all of local stone, epidiorite, there
being no granite in the immediate vicinity. Between
roo and 3oo yards west of tl:,e Longstone lie four cairns
and a kistvaen. The Longstone was re-erected in 1893,
as it lay it was seen to be rr'-8" in length, at its widest
z'-r" and its greatest thickness r'-7". As erected it
stands g'-2" in height.

It is to

be regretted that, during the late military

occupation of Dartmoor this menhir has been used as a
targel, while the fine stone circle above Clay Tor has beel
wrecked. This can only be described as wanton mischief ;

it was no accident.
The position olthe Longstone is,Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcviii,

s.E., lon. 4"-z'-54*", lat. 5o'-35'-23f. Mean elevation
c. r,4zo teet. Ground practically level.

Tavy
Ton
3r.
- Cocrs
On the summit of. Cocks Tor there are traces which may
indicate the former existence of one or more stone rows.
With this possible exception there are no known rows in
the valley.
Lyd
-

No stone rows are known in this vallev.

West Ockment

No stone rows are known in this valley.

East Ockment
32.
- Oxr Ton

In rB94 my father reported the existence of a much
ruined row on the weqt slope of Oke Tor. His report
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will be found on page 3oo of vol. xxvi of tlne Trans. Dev.
Assoc. He never visited the spot again, nor was I able
to visit it during his tifetime. -I feai I shall not now be
able to undertake the search. But he was not of a
speculative habit, and a survey would probably confirm
his report.
_ With this probable exception stone rows are unknown
in the valley of the East 1chment.
Taw
Stone rows are unknown in this valley.

North Teign, Blackaton Brook
33. CosooN
The first of the triple rows which is met in this seneral
survey. It lies near the summit of Cosdon, east"of the
water-parting between the Tatpt and North Teisn vallevs.
and the Taw comes near to claiming a share iir tf,e row.
The length, measured from the centre of a circled cairn
which stands at the west end is 447 feet, the direction
of length ri; N, 85'w. The position of the cairn is, Devon,
Q inch O.S., lxxvii, s.w., lol. 3o-55,_rg,,,lat. 5o"'-42,_27,,'.
Its diameter is z6 feet, and it containsihe remains'of two

kistvaens; the retaining circle is very irregular. Tfr.r"

is no formal feature to mark the terminatioi. of the rows
at their eastern end. The stones, where the rows are
perfect, are spaced at a mean distance centre to centre
along the rows_ of 4'-4', with extremes of 5,-ro,, and
3'_-4'. 4t ZIS feet from the west end there is a slight
change in direction and the rows turn somewhat norih_
ward; they are thus convex to the south to the extent
of s-ome- 4 to 5 feet- This change of direction may be said
to divide the row into a western and an eastern section,
between which some differences exist. Thus the spacing,
centre to centre, across the rows is:Western pTJ, N. Row 4'-7", Centre Row, 4,-3,,. S. Row,
total B'-ro".
Eastern part, N-. Row 5'-o", Centre Row, 5,-8,,, S. Row,
total ro'-8".
These are the means of as many measurements as can be
accurately taken. The total width in the first perfect set
ofthree at the west endis7'-6", and for the last perfect set
at the east end it is ro'-3". The largest stone-standing,
before restoration, was 42' x 12" x 45? high.
The mean elevation of the ground is 7. r43o feet.
A_detailed plan was published with the 3rd Report of
the Dartmoor Exploration Committee , Trans. Deu.Assoc.,
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vol. xxviii. I accept full responsibility for a draughtsman's error, whereby true nbrth wai indicated on- the
compass drawn on that plan 36'to the west of its correct
position. Those who have copies should make the

correction.

North Teign and South Teign
Snuccrpnowu Gnoup.
This is an elongated and very irregular group, lying
in part in the valley of the N. Teign, in part in the valley
of the S. Teign, between Batuorthy and. Thornutorthy
Coyneys. A suitable reference point is the fourfold retaining circle which lies at the head of row A ; the position
of this is, Devon, 6 inch O.S., r-xxxix, s.8., lon. 3'-53'-48',
7at. 5o"-39'-27f;". The contour of the ground is important, but it can only be approximatelv given. At the
north end of the group the level is c.r32o feet above o.o.
Twelve hundred feet south it has risen to c. 136o o.o.,
and at the Three Boys, ttoo feet further south, it has

fallen to c. r3ro o.D. It follows that,

except

near the summit level, there are no points from which
the half of the group can be seen at the same time as
parts of the other half. The group was never intended

to be seen as a whole, which is not surprising since there
are many individual rows the whole length of which
cannot be seen at one time; except, in these days,
from the air.
See

plate 37 f.or a plan of this group, without reference

to which it may be dif&cult to follow the
34.

description.

SHUGGLEDoWN A.

The eastern row of the group is double. Its length is
596 feet, and the direction of length is N. ro-4o' w. The
mean inside measurement between the lines is 3'-6" ; (in

this group the distance between the lines is throughout
the internal distance.)
Starrding so near the Batuorthy enclosure, the row has
been much robbed; in its whole length there are now
bttt rz pa.irs of stones and 15 single. The spacing of the
stones along the rows is a

At the north

little over

6 feet centre to centre.

end there is no special feature; at the
south the row ends in a fourfold retaining circle; the
internal diameter of the outermost circle is z9 feet. Two
fallen stones next to the circle are much the largest in

the row; one is rr'-6" in length, and the other
?'-4". The larger has been adopted as a boundary stone
of Chagford parish. Southward from the circle, approximately in the line of the row, and 65 feet from the circle
centre to centre is a small barrow.

v

3o2
35.
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SHUGGLEDOWN E.

To the west of row A lies row E, zzo feet distant from
it at the north end, and 6o feet distant at the south. This
is a double row, 476 feet in length; the direction of

length being N. zr"-t1'w. The mean interval between the
lines is a little over 4 feet, but it varies considerably.
No special feature marks either end, neither menhir,
blocking-stone nor barrow.
This row has been much robbed, so that for the greater
part of its length it is now single.

36.

SHUGGLEDOWN C.

Due south of the southern end of row E is the northern
end of row C at a distance of 6o feet. This is approximately due west of the fourfold circle, and 65'-6" from
from its centre .
Row C is double, the lines being 5 feet apart, inside
measurement. Its length is 386 feet to the centre of the

barrow, thirteen feet in diameter, which forms its
terminal point to the south. The direction of length
is N. 28o-3o' w. This row has not been badly robbed
and most of the pairs of stones are complete.
37.

SHUGGLEDoWN G.

Three hundred and twenty-five feet c. s. z5io E. from
the cairn which forms the south extreme of row C is the
north end of another double row, 485 feet in length,
direction of length N. 3o w. This terminates to the south
in a fine menhir (to'-5" in height) known as the Longstone.
The Longstone now forms a boundary of the parishes of
Lydford, Chagford and Gidleigh, also of the Forest of

Dartmoor.

It

provides

an excellent example of

a

boundary determined, at least as long ago as e,.o. tz4o,by
the convenient presence of a landmark, rather than a
bondstone erected to mark a boundary.
The distance between the lines of stones is 3'-3', inside
measurement. The row is fairly complete at its northern
end, but becomes very ragged as it approaches the
Longstone, having evidently lost many of its stones by

theft.
38. SuuccreDowN, from the LoNcsroNB southward
Due south of. the Longstone, at a distance of 555 feet,
is an isolated stone, erect but leaning, of which 4'-6' in
length is above the ground. This is the last of three
stones, formerly known as The Boys, its companions have
gone to form gateposts to a neighbouring enclosure.
Between t}c'e Longstone and The Boys, therc remain a few

set stones, the remnants of a double row.
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OnuBnon states that, in rB5B, the pits left by the
removal of the other stones from this double row could
still be seen in the turf. The length of this row was thus
555 feet, and the direction of length due u. As to the
three Boys, it has been suggested that they were the
supporters of a dolmen; but the remaining stone would
certainly not be suited to this use, and probably they
were merely stones larger than the general run, such as
are frequently found near the termination of a row.

It can not be determined whether the Longstone
originally stood in a row r,o4o feet long; or whether
row G at first terminated in the Longstone, and the southward extension was an afterthought. The slight deviation
in direction which occurs at the Longstone is certainly
insufficient to determine the question.

39. SnuccrrDowN H.
Returning to row G, abreast of this, and overlapping

it to the north, is a single row on the east, at a mean

distance of c. 4o feet. This appears to end in a blockingstone not far from the cairn which forms the southern

terminal of row

C.

The southern 95 feet of its length bears N. rro w., but
to the north the row extends a further 46o feet (making
a total length of 555 feet) to the supposed blocking-stone,
bearing somewhat west of the direction above given.

South Teign
FBnr.rwonrnY GRouP.

The Fernworthy Group consists of two fairly well
preserved double rows, and the remnant of another.
It is unusual in that a stone circle (as opposed to a retaining circle) is more closely associated with the rows than
in any other group. A plan is needed to supplement
the written description; see plate 38.
4o. Fenuwonrnv

A,

southern row.

A stone in the face of a stone wall is probably taken
from the row, of which, for present purposes, it has been
taken as the end. The row is double, and measured
from this assumed end to the centre of a cairn z5i feet in
diameter which forms its northern terminal ; it is zro feet
in length. The direction of length is N. oo-3o" w. The
internal width is 3L6", equivalent to 4'-r" centre to centre
of the stones, and the spacing of the stones along the
length of the row is 3 feet centre to centre.

Seventy-two feet north from the centre of the cairn
is the centre of a stone circle 64'-6" interaal diameter.

I
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This circle is very nearly complete, with z6 stones standing
and only four missing. In rBgB the circle was examined,
nothingbeilg found except charcoal lying on the surface
of the calm or growan; there was no trace of any burial.
The position of the stone circle is, Devon, 6 inch O.S.,
lxxxix, s.E., lon. 3"-54'-9", lat. 5o"38'-261".

4r.

B, northern row.
Three hundred and fifty feet t'r. 6o B. from the centre
of the stone circle lie the first stones of row B. This is
a double row, reasonably perfect at the south end, but
to the north most of the stones are either lost or buried.
It terminates in a small mound or barrow at the north
end. Its length is 34o feet as measured to the centre
of the mound. The direction of length is N. lo" E. The
lines average 3'-3" apart inside measurement, ecluivalent
to 3'-ro" centre to centre ; the stones stand at intervals of
5'-7" centre to centre along the row. B has been said
io point to the stone circle, but its line is tangential to the

FonNwoRTHY

west circumference.
42. FERNwoRTHY C.
Abreast of row A, at a distance of 44 leet to the east,
lies the centre of a cairn ; and at a distance of. 7z f'eet
from the row a kistvaen in a barrow. From the centre
of the cairn to the kist is a distance of ro4 feet ; between
the two are clear evidences of a ruined double row, which
is thus ro4 feet in length. The direction of length is

N. r9"

E.

Fr-om the graves associated with this group has come
the best evidence which we have as to the probable period

to which the rows must be attributed; a food vessel

o{ beaker ware, and a horn button or dress fastener. It
will be remembered that beaker ware was found in a
kistvaen associated with the Drizzlecombe rows. The
elevation of the ground at the stone circle is r,35o feet O.D.
falling somewhat N. and s. from this point.

43. Assecouna
A double row, the stones small

for the more part,
barely rB inches in height ; but with three which are
largei next to the cairn (zo feet in diameter) whigh foiry9
the terminal at the N.n. These stones are c. 7'-6", 4' 6'
arrd 4'-6' high respectively. The row is nearly perfect,
but markedly irregular ; the width across the lines varies
from 5'-6" io 6'-6' centre to centre of stones. To the
south bf the row, and about ro feet away from it near the
s.w. end is a circle, probably a hut-circle.
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The row is c. 43o feet in length ; the direction of length
is N. 57o-3o' w. The position, as determined by the centre
of the cairn is, Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcix, N.E., lon.

lat. 50"-37'-3g". The ground level varies
from r,4oo to t,46o feet O.D., the cairn being at the
highest point, the levels are approximate.

3"-53'-35",

Hrrr, CnecFoRD CoMMoN
A double row, and one of the best examples on Dartmoor. Should properly be shared betlveen the S. Teign

44. WATERN

and the Boaey, since its whole length lies along the waterparting between the valleys of those streams. At the
south, which is the higher end, is a cairn twenty-two feet
in diameter. In the eastern line the first stone measures
4 feet ro inches at the base and stands 5 feet ro inches in
height ; its width at the top is rr inches. This is the
largest stone in the row. Its companion, in the western
line, is of not much beyond the average dimensions.
At the north end is a blocking-stone, B inches by z4 inches
at base, and 3 feet ro inches in height.
Throughout the lines there is considerable variation
in the size of the stones, of which there are fifty pairs,
none being missing. Two pairs of originally small stones
have sunk somewhat and now stand but a few inches
above the surface.
Measured from the centre of the cairn the row is 473
feet in length ; the direction of length is N. zro-3o' r.
The distance between the lines is wider than usual; the
mean width measured internally is 5 feet ro inches,
with a minimum of 4 feet 4 inches and a maximum of
8 feet z inches. From the centre to centre of the stones
the mean width is 6 feet 5 inches. But the spacing is
more regular than the extremes suggest; between the
limits of 5 feet, and 6 feet 6 inches are included 97 per cent.
of the internal measurements.
Measured along the rows the pairs are spaced at a mean
interval of 9 feet r inch, with extremes of 6 feet and rr feet
7 inches, but here again a large part of the measurements
ialls within a much less range of variation ; Bo per cent.
of the number lie between the extremes of 8 feet 3 inches
and ro feet.
An obviously intentional feature is the widening of
the space between the lines as the cairn is approached.
The pair next to the cairn are B feet z inches apart, the
interval is reduced to 7 feet 6 inches in the next pair to
the north, then follow intervals of 6 feet 3 inches and
6 feet respectively. In a length of 3r feet 6 inches there
is an addition of z feet z inches to the width.
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There are three hut-circles abreast of the row, the most

distant being 3oo yards from it.

The position of the centre of the cairn is, Devon, 6 inch

O.S., xcix, N.E., lon. 3"-53'-37", lat. 5o"-37'-z$'. The
ground stands at r,4oo feet O.D. at the centre of the row,
and the gradient is r in ro, falling to the north.
45. STANNoN, south slope of WnrrB RrocB.
Starts with a cairn at the north or uphill end. The
row is double, fairly well preserved for a short distance
from the cairn, but dilapidated to an increasing degree
as the newtake wall is approached to the south. The
length is at least 6zo feet, as measured from the centre
of the cairn ; and the direction of length is N. r" E.

Position of cairn, Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcix, n.e.,
lon. 3o-54'-ro", lat. 5o"-37'-6i" ; elevation of ground at
cairn c. r,475 feet O.D. ; gradient c. r in 24, falThg south.
This row might well be in part attributed to the East
Dart valley, since it lies on the water-parting.

East and West Webburn streams
46. CnenacoMBE, by Cnaw Gurrv

Triple row, which lies on the water-parting between
E and W. Webbwrn Riaers, on the
north slope of Challcornbe Hill,. The row terminates to
the south in a blocking-stone of unusual size, which,
in fig. r, plate 39 will be seen breaking the skyline, and
in the foreground of fig. z, ol the same plate. The
northern end of the row was destroyed by the excavation
of. Chau Gully, and we can not say what was there ; but
if it were a barrow, then that barrow lay at the lower end
of the row. The three lines are well marked, and little
damage was done to them when the row sufiered restoration, except that a stone in the middle row was turned
to form a blocking-stone across that one row. This stone
will be seen in the foreground of fig. z, plate 39.
More than this there were loose stones scattered to the
west of the north end of the row ; an attempt was made
to re-erect these in the places in which " they should have
been." Nothing coherent came of that attempt, but it
the watersheds of the

has been translated as presenting a stone circle, and some

additional rows, very short and very imperfect. The
probability is that the stones were drawn back here
when the top soil was removed prior to the excavation
of the east end of Ckaw Gwl,l,y, and as they fell from the cart
or sled, so they lay. It is not safe to see in this monument any more than a good example of a triple row,'with
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some respecta"ble stones used in its construction. The
lines are further apart at the north than at the south end,
where they gather in somewhat to meet the blocking-stone.
The present length is gz8 feet, but how much has been lost
at the north end can not be determined. The direction
of length is N. z3o-3o' w. The position of the blockingstone to the south is, Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcix, N.n.,

lon. 3'-5r'-5", lat. 50"-36'-39+'. The elevation of the
ground is c. r,46o feet O.D. at the blocking-stone, and it
falls north at a gradient of c. r in rr.

Dart
47. Snennrr Down, SsnnnBnton CouuoN
The history of this row is one of misfortune. It was
discovered by the brothers AnBnv in the year 1894,
visited by them and my father in 1895, and, by t897
had disappeared. It lay beside a road, a very dangerous

situation. The approximate position was, Devon, 6 inch
O.S., cviii, s.w., lon. 3o-5o'-48", lat. 5o"-32'-7". The
row was double, with rather an unusual width between
the lines, which were B to 9 feet apart in the clear. On
the other hand the spacing of the stones along the rows
was unusually close, and there appeared to have been
some inserted at a later date, which brought the spacing
closer yet. At the north end were traces of a barrow,
possibly with a retaining circle. The length was c. zz5
feet, and the direction of length c. N. 40 w. Some of the
fa-llen stones were nearly five feet in length, so that it was
by no means a trivial structure.
The elevation of the ground is approximately t,tz5
feet O.D.
Becky Brook
48. TnoNnTEBERE DowN, N.o. slope of Bracx Hrrr, MeNeroN
Close to the road lrom Haytor to Manaton, one hundred
feet to the north of that road, about 6oo yards north of
Yarner Wells.
Probably a double row, much robbed, and many of the
stones fallen; but there is still one undoubted pair of
set stones which stand 3 feet r inch apart, face to face
as measured across the row.
Starts at the south end with a ruined cairn, some 5o feet
in diameter, but now reduced to a mere ring-cairn. Terminates to the north in another ruined cairn, also reduced
to a ring. At this end there is a mound which looks like
an independent cairn, its centre 5o feet to the west of
the line of the row. But this is more probably a remnant
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of the row cairn, turned back by the roadmen, who have
despoiled both terminal cairns. The distance between
the centres of the terminal cairns is 4rz feet. The direction of length of the row is N. 4' 8., the level of the ground
at the south end is ro86 O.D., and the gradient falls north-

ward at

t in tz.

There now (1946) remain 16 stones in all, 7 set and 9
fallen. Although the site is on slate, outside the boundary
of the granite, ail the stones are granite. Among the
fallen stones the following lengths were observed, 4'-6",
3'-9", 3'-7", 3'-6", 3'-4"; the stones still set standz'-4",
2'-2", r.'-o", r'-ro', o'-ao", o'-9" and o'-6" respectively.
The position, as determined by the centre of the southern
cairn-, is Devon, 6 inch O.S., c, s.r., lon. 3o-44'-37",

lat.

5o"-35'-57t".

East Dart
49. Yen Ton

A triple row, which has lost much at the hands of
the road-makers, but as to which some record remains
to supplement the information still obtainable on the
site. The original length of this row must have been
at least r,5oo feet.
The southern part was noted in lB94 by the brothers
AuBnv and my father ; it ran very near the road to Sherril,
and Babeny korn Ollsbrim; 54 feet in length were
traceable. The space between the outer rows was, in
width, 7'-6", say B'-3" centre to centre of the stones.
The direction of length, as ascertained with a pocket
compass was N.w. magnetic, a suffrcient approximation
to the direction of the remnant still to be seen to indicate
that the row pointed toward the Yar 7oz kistvaen. That
remnant is very slight, one stone, now z3 inches in height
but of which the top has been deliberately removed.
It stands t56'-6" to the south of the kist. The kistvaen
is set in a barrow, and has two retaining circles, an inner
random kerb, tr'-6" outside diameter, and an outer open
circle of 36 feet outside diameter.
For a distance o! z6z feet north o{ the kistvaen no
stones of the row are traceable. In the intervening space
are many old enclosure banks. For a further distance
of 5oo feet the row is comparatively perfect ; -then it
becbmes ragged, with many bianks, until, at a distance
of. t,r73 feei from the kist it apparently dies out, abreast
of a barrow that lies a little to the west of the line. The
whole row thus described is convex to the west, and its
azimuth varies from N.32o w. at the kistvaen to N. 24" w.
near the north end. See plan in text.
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The distances between the rows vary somewhat, from

w.-5'-8"-Central.-4'-8"-E. Total ro'-4"

to w.-4'-6'-Central.-6'-8"-8.

and w.-5'-3'-Central..-6'-3"-r.

Total 13'-4'
Total rr'-6'.

They are spaced at about 4'-oo to 4L6" centres along the
row. The stones are small, tzo x 4" x 8" high is a fair
example, and 18" x 19" x 3z' high is perhaps the largest
still standing. They are somewhat larger at the north
end than further south.
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The elevation of the ground is c. t,zoo feet O.D. at
the north end of the row, and r,z83 feet O.D. at the
kistvaen, with a falling gradient of c. r in 15 toward the
north.

The position of the kistvaen is, Devon, 6 inch O S.,
cviii, s.w., lon. 3"-5r'-39', lat. 5o"-32'-56$'.
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The Ordnance Survey revision of. rgo4 shows a stone
row running practically due north from the kistvaen for
a distance of 48o feet, and ending in a hut.circle. This

is wholly wrong..

When complete this row crossed the water-parting of the
East Dart and Darl aalleys at or near the kistvaen.

50.

LAUGHTER

A double row, present length c. 657 feet, but has been
much robbed, probably for the building of newtake
walls, one of which lies athwart the row. Direction of
length N. 67'w.
At the north-west end stands a fine menhir; when
fallen this was measured as 12 feet in length ; it has
been re-erected to stand B'-8" in height. Twenty-three
stones remain in the lengtlr of 657 feet. The width across
the row, centre to centre: of the stones is four feet at the
north-west end, but widens to over six feet to the southeast. Most of the stones are between r and z feet in
height ; but at the south-east end there are two which
are larger, one being 3'-4".x B" x 4'-6" high. These larger
stones suggest that there may have been a barrow at this
end ; if so we have an instance of a row with a menhir
at its higher end and a barrow at the lower.
Position of menhir, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cvii, N.e.,
lon. 3o-54'-r3", lat. 5o"-34'-43". Elevation of ground at
menhir c. r,3oo feet O.D,, gradient, falling s.s. c t in zz.
5r. Ler<rnrAD HrLL, near summit.
Prior to the year r8g5 there was, near the summit of
Lakehead. Hill,, a moss-covered heap of stones; whatever
had been there was then a total constructive loss. This
was investigated and restored to its supposed original
condition. There emerged from the process a large
kistvaen, with coverstone complete ; and it is fairly
certain that this feature could be relied on, except that
the kistvaen is outsize for the stones comprised. The
restorers state that the kist " was originally surrounded
by a circle. Of the circle, six stones alone remain.
One curious feature is that a-stone row sthrts from
within the circle, extends south for 44 f.eet, and consists

rr stones, and the socket holes of two more have been
d.iscovered. How much further the row went is not
known. Instead of running in a straight line, it describes
a curve, the direction of the chord of which is w. 87"-3o'n.
There may well have been a retaining circle, but in
the absence of a plan of the ruin as it was before rebuilding
it is no'more than a probability. Since, however, the
of
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" row " presents two features unknown elsewhere
it starts from within the retaining

on Dartmoor, in that

circle, and follows a markedly curved course, the direction
least
that can be said is that this part of the effort at restoration
is unfortunate. It certainly carries no conviction. The
group is prominent, and has the appearance of importance. It has been figured by later antiquaries as a iype,

of length from end to end is N. 86'-3oo 8., the

'

but no valid argument can be founded on its prelent

features.

Position, Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcix, s.E., lon. 3"-54'-51",

lat.

5oo-34'-55".

West Dart
LexBuBan Hrrr, west slope.
A number of stone rows have been reported as on
Lakehead.

I

Hill, most of them as admittedly

doubtful.

am unable to find more than two which appear to have
good credentials. Even these have no formal terminals.

52. LaxrunAD HrLL
A single row, no more than 6o feet in length. Direction
of length N. 74o w. Four hundred feet to the east lies
a kistvaen in the line of this row, which may originallv
have extended as far. Position of row, Devon, 6 incir
O.S., xcix, s.e., ion. 3o-54'-58", lat. 5o"-34'-56".
53. LexauEAD HrLL
A single row, 4oo feet in length. Direction of length
N. 22o w.

Is at present to all appearance isolated, there

being no cairn or barrow in the line of its direction.
Position of row, s. end, Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcix, s.e.,
lon. 3"-55'-2", lat. Soo-34'-44". Approximate elevation
of ground at south end r,3oo feet O.D., falls slightly
toward the north.

West Dart
54. ToR Royar NBwTexB, Moonrexts
Now fi.rst reported. A single row which crosses the
path from Mooylands to Princetown at a point 9o yards
west of the gate to Mooiland.s. Length gB feet, with a
very doubtful southerly extension of a further 2to feet.
Direction of l.ength N. 28" w. Elevation of ground
r,15o &et O.D. No cairn or barrow now eiisting.
L
Positio!, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cvii, s.w., lon. 3o-56,35-,,
1at. 5o"-32'-38".
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55. CoNIES Dowtt
In the Cousic Valley, which

I treat as tributarv to the
W. Dart. Found by BunNenp, whose description
I have in part used. A double row, gBB feet long,
direction of length N. 3o E. Less than a dozen stones

still stand; there are others, fallen or buried.
No distinct traces of a cairn or barrow ; but at the
north end a fallen stone which may be a blocking-stone

;

to Challacombe (46), where there is a
blocking-stone at the higher end. The south end of the
row comes very near to the Lichway. The ground elevation at the north end is r,66o feet O.D., and the ground
falls south at a gradient of r in ro.
Position of the north end, Devon, 6 inch O.S., xcviii,
s.E., lon. 3o-Sg' -541", Lat. 5oo-35'-37".

if

so this is a parallel

Avon
Until within the past few years no stone row was known
in the valley of the Aaon bat, it rg3z, I chanced upon
an example near Bl,ack Tor.

56. Bracx Ton, Avow

Vaucv

I had hoped to supply this row in t946, but have been
unable. The row lies on the plateau to the west of Bl,ack
Tor. It is interesting as being one of the few rows with
terminal barrows at both ends.
I hope to supply details in Part II of this paper.

Glazebrook
Ball
This group is trivial in the matter of construction,
but extremely interesting in its arrangement' It was
usual to describe this as a seven or eightfold row; but
my father, in r$9z, pointed out that the northernmost
line was certainly an independent structure with its own
eastern terminal; whereas the remaining rows all had a
common terminal to the east, in a retaining circle. He
made the total number of lines to be eight. CnossING,
in r9o9, adopted this view. I myself had always spoken
of the row as sevenfold. When in doubt there is but
one course to foIlow, make a survey. This spring (1946)
I made a survey; with the result that I find one single,
and two treble rows ; with two stones clear of all the rows
but pointing direct to the centre of the retaining circle
which heads the two treble rows. See plan, plate K'

Gl,azebrook GrouP, Corringd,on
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CoRRTNGDoN BALL. A.

A single row, starting on the east with a cairn, zz feet
diameter and z feet in height. At some time this
cairn has been opened. The first s.'one of the row lies

in

58 feet west of the centre of the cairn ; there is a modern
stone fence very near, and robbery has been considerable.
The row clearly extends tor 5o7 feet from the centre of
the cairn, but with long intervals between the last few
stones.

The stones are small; the mean dimensigns of 15
still stand are, along the row rg", at right

stones rvhich

angles to the row 8", and height 14", the highest standing

25". Stones which just break the surface of the ground,
standing only three inches or less above it, are excluded
from the mean. It would appear that the original
spacing, centre to centre, along the row, may have been
58.

3'-6". The direction of length is u. 48o-3o' r.
ConnrNcnoN Ban. B.
Forty-one feet to the south-east of the centre of the
cairn lies the centre of a retaining circle of 37 feet internal

diameter. This forms the terminal of two triple rows.
Seven stones of the circle still stand, and there is one
fallen. The largest stone measures rr" x ro" x 24" high,
and the smallest is 15" x 6" x 13" high.
Row B is triple, its northern line is parallel to row A,
and its length from abreast the centre of the circle is z6o
feet. Taking the northern line, the mean dimensions
of the stones still standing ate, a4t x 5o x g" high, and the
tallest stone is b:ut t2' above ground. In the middle
line the mean dimensions of standing stones are, t2' x

x ro" high, and the tallest stone stands zr'. For the
width centre to centre across the lines the fi.gures are'East end, N. Line-3'-o"-Central 1111s-4'-et'-S. Line.
West end, N. Line-4'-o"-Central Line-5'-o"-S. Line.
Thus the total width is z feet greater at the west end.
The distance centre to centre between the south line
of row B and the north line of row C is, at the east end,
18'-6", and at the west end ro'-o", so that the triple rows
converge as they leave the circle.

7"

59. ConnrNcpoN

Barr.

C.

A triple row 2rg feet long as measured from abreast
the centre of the circle. This row overlaps the retaining
circle; since the direction of the southern line points
6 feet clear of the circumference, and the midille row is
just tangential to the south of the circle. The stones
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are all small, the dimensions of the one still standing in
the northern line are 15" x g" x 6" high; none of the
other stones in this line reach more than 3 to 4 inches
above the surface. In the middle line there are two
stones of 13" x 6" x 6" high and g" x 6" x 7" respectively ;
the others are sunk to nearly ground level; and in the
southern line there are two stones of rB" x B" x 13" high,
and.7" x ?" x rr" high respectively, the others being
sunk to nearly ground level.
The widths, centre to centre, across the rows are :East end, N. Line-7'-6"-Centra1 Line-5'-6"-S. Line.
West end, N. Line-4'-"6-Central Line-3'-6"-S. Line.
Thus the total width is 5 feet 6 inches less at the west end.
The three rows A, B and C are, as a group, convergent
to the west, if we take the central lines of rows B and C

as the directions of those rows. We then get the following
directions of length :-A, u. 48o-3o' w. ; B, u. 5oo-3o' w. ;
C, u. 53o-3o' w.
In the interval between B and C there are two stones
78 feet apart, marked P, P on the plan. A line through
these stones, if produced to the east passes with precision
through the centre of the circle; and if produced west

passes clear of both rows A and B. No other stones
can be found on this alignment, and it cannot be called a

row.

Possibly the apparent arrangement is but chance.
Position of circle, Devon, 6 inch O.S., cxix, N.8., lon.
3"-Sz' -3g", Lat. 5o"-26' -5$". Elevation of ground at ci-'cle
r,ooo feet O.D. Ground practically level along length

of rows.

Berr, south-east slope.
exceptional interest, which lies 3oo yards
s. 4ro w. from Gl,asscombe Corner, in the valley ol the East

6o. Gr-esscoMen

A row of

Gl,aze.

The southern 368 feet in length are a double row, and
the northern 212'-6" are a single row ; it is perfectly clear
that the northern part has lost no stones which would
have constituted its second line had it been originally
double. The change from double to single is abrupt,
and complete.
At the south-west end of the row are the remnants
of a cairn, much reduced, but traceable, and at the northeast end is a retaining circle of which many of the stones
have fallen; three of the fallen stones measure 4'-6',

3'-6' arrd 2'-7" long respectively. It would thus appear
that at either end was a grave.
In the double portion the lines are at a mean distance
r of 5'-5", centre to centre, with extrernes of 6'-o' and
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4'-6'. The stones are spaced along the lines at 7,-5,,
to centre, with extremes of 9,-f,,,

mean distance centre
and 5'-6".

In the single portion the stones are spaced along the
-.
lines at ro'-r" mean distance, centre to centre, "with
extremes of rr'-o" and 7'-8o. It is the western line of the
double row which is continued as a single row. It will
be noted that the spacing. along_ the row is markedly
more open in the single portion. The largest stone occuis
in tt_re single row,24" x i3" x 4r" high.
The total length, from centre of cairn to centre of
circle, is 635 feet. The position of the circle at the N.r.
end is, Devon, 6_inch O.S., cxix, N.E., lon. 3"-53,-9,,
7at. 5oo-25'-5t". The elevation of the ground i{ it i,
s.w. end is c. r,rro feet O.D., with the ground falling N.e.
at a gradient of r in rz. Direction of length N. 36"i.
Ludbrook
6r. CaurnBrl, near moor gate. UcsonoucH Moon
A double row, with a cairn of mean diameter zz f.eet
at the N.B. end. Length from centre of cairn r53 feet,
direction of length N. 44"-zo' e. The lines
"ie-from
7 feet to tz feet apart_,.. centre to centre, the spacing
in
the lines is about 5L6' centre to centre. Tfre hr[est
standing stone is z7' x 9" x zg" high. The position of"the
cairn is Devon, 6 inch O.S., cxxv, N.n., lon. 3"-53,-23,,

lat.

5oo-23'-543n'.

F'levation of ground at cairn c. 75o feet O.D., falline
to the s.w. along the row at a gradient of r in rz.
This item completes the circuit of the Moor, the next
valley to the west being that of the Errne. In a later
paper I hope to discuss the data statistically.
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